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ABSTRACT

The objective of this paper was to study full scale actions from first year ice ridges on fixed structures. The first part is a review of reported full scale global loads and associated failure modes from ice ridges compared to level ice, on three fixed structures. The instrumented structures are the Molikpaq, the piers of the Confederation Bridge and Nordströmgrund lighthouse. The highest ridge loads on Nordströmgrund lighthouse and the piers of the Confederation Bridge were associated with crushing and combined crushing/bending respectively. On Molikpaq crushing of first year ridges was not reported. In the second part of this paper data is analyzed. A limit force analysis was performed to estimate a critical ice ridge length of approximately 9km for crushing to occur on the Molikpaq compared to 20m on Nordströmgrund lighthouse. Accordingly some Nordströmgrund data were analyzed to compare global loads derived from load panels and tilt. A ratio between panel load and tilt was found for a quasi-static 5m deep ridge interaction with the instrumented side of the lighthouse. For the ridge a ratio of 8.2 kN/µradians was derived, compared to 12kN/µradians for level ice both ratios without uncertainties. The different ratio indicates that load panels underestimate ridge keel loads. The analysis also showed that it is not possible to obtain a unique ratio between global load and tilt for ridges, due to the stiff bottom foundation that makes the tilt sensitive to changes in point of action i.e. ridge keel depth.

INTRODUCTION

Actions from ice ridges is assumed to establish dimensioning loads on infrastructure and offshore installations in ice-infested areas, when icebergs are not present. In the past decades great effort has been put into predicting ice ridge loads. A study by Timco and Croasdale (2006) shows that ice ridge loads on a vertical structure predicted by twenty-one ice experts ranged with a factor of five. The study shows that research on ice ridge structure interactions is still needed. This paper begins with a review of full scale first year ice ridge loads on three instrumented fixed structures. The structures are the Molikpaq (CAN), the piers of the Confederation Bridge (CAN) and the Nordströmgrund Lighthouse (SWE). The purpose is to investigate ice ridge load levels and associated failure modes compared to level ice, measured on fixed structures.

The second part of this paper is an analysis of some ridge interaction data. Global loads derived from load panels and tilt are compared, for this analysis data from Nordströmsgund lighthouse are used. Finally a limit force analysis is performed to compare the minimum ice ridge length for crushing to occur on the three structures.
Structure geometry, instrumentation and location

Ice actions depend on the type of interaction. In the following the three structure geometries, instrumentations and locations are presented. Nordströmgrund lighthouse is a vertical structure and Molikpaq is close to vertical. The piers of the Confederation Bridge on the other hand are conical which favors breaking of ice in bending. Both Nordströmgrund lighthouse and the Confederation Bridge piers are narrow structures while the Molikpaq is a wide structure (Table 1). All the structures are fixed to the sea bed in the bottom foundation, but free to rotate and deflect in all other parts limited by the structure stiffness.

Table 1. Some key structure and location parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Molikpaq</th>
<th>Confederation Bridge</th>
<th>Nordströmgrund Lighthouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure width (MWL) [m]</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclination (MWL) [°]</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant ice drift dir.</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>NW (SE tides)</td>
<td>NE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*MWL mean water level

Full scale data is obtained by instrumenting the structures with load panels, accelerometers, tiltmeters, optic sensors (laser, EM, ULS) and video coverage. In addition weather data and dairies are documented. Global loads on the Molikpaq and Nordströmgrund lighthouse were found by load panels (Timco et al., 2000), (Bjerkås, 2006), tiltmeters were used to find global loads on the Confederation bridge piers after 2003 when load panels broke (Brown, 2007).

In addition to measuring load and responses some ice parameters were measured. At Molikpaq ice velocities and ice ridge sails were estimated from videos. At Nordströmgrund ice velocities and direction were estimated form videos, wind speed/directions and air temperatures by a weather station. Ice thickness above water was found with laser, below water an electromagnetic device (EM) was used. For ridge keels EM footprint data is too coarse, an upward looking sonar (ULS) gives more precise ridge profiles. At Nordströmgrund a ULS was installed in 2000 but broke early in 2001. Based on linear regression between available ULS and EM data at Nordströmgrund; maximum keel depths from ULS was approximately 3 times the EM maximum (Bjerkås, 2006). At the Confederation bridge a weather station records wind speed/direction and air temperatures. Since the Confederation Bridge is 13km long; wind loads must be subtracted from tilt measurements to find ice loads. Ice drift speeds were measured by an acoustic doppler current profiler and ice thickness is measured with ULS.

Molikpaq was (1984-1986) located in the Beaufort Sea, experiencing heavy ice conditions including old ice features. The Confederation Bridge crosses the Northumberland Strait in Canada and the Nordströmgrund lighthouse is located outside Luleå in Sweden, both are located in temperate areas only experiencing first-year ice features. Based on this; loads from first-year ice ridges were expected to be dimensioning, at least for the temperate structures. Location of the structures are shown in Figure 1.

Classification of ice features

In this paper actions from ice ridges and level ice are compared. WMO (1970) classify ice as either deformed or undeformed, where undeformed ice is level ice while deformed ice is
Table 2. Instrumentation and monitoring, Molikpaq; Timco et al. (2000) and Timco et al. (2005), Confederation Bridge; Brown et al. (2009), Brown (2001), Nordströmgrund lighthouse; Bjerkås (2006) and Schwarz and Jochmann (2001)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Molikpaq</th>
<th>Confederation Bridge</th>
<th>Nordströmgrund Lighthouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location panels</td>
<td>SE, E, NE, N</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>NE, E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max panel depth [m]</td>
<td>3/6m</td>
<td>2m</td>
<td>1.5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extensometer and 10 strain gauges</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2003), accelerometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other instruments</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>upward looking sonar (ULS)</td>
<td>Laser, electromagnetic device(EM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. To the left: Map showing the location of the Molikpaq, the Confederation Bridge and the Nordströmgrund lighthouse (Ahlenius, 2005). To the right: Nordströmgrund lighthouse (1998-2003) Bjerkås et al. (2013).

both rafter and ridged ice. Level ice is thermally grown ice. When visually studying ice it
is seldom possible to distinguish level ice from rafted ice, therefore ice thickness should be measured manually and compared to thermodynamic estimates in order to distinguish between undeformed and deformed ice.

Limit scenarios and failure modes
It is important to distinguish between load limiting mechanisms and failure modes. There are three recognized load limiting mechanisms. They are limit stress, limit force and limit momentum. Ice load is limited by stress when ice fails directly against the structure (in crushing, bending, buckling, creep or shear), this requires sufficient driving forces. If the driving forces from the wind and current are insufficient to fail the ice or if inhomogeneities in ice sheet causes the ice to fail adjacent to the structure surface; driving forces limits the ice load i.e. a limit force mechanism. If the momentum of the ice is insufficient the ice will come to halt and the ice load is limited by momentum or energy.

The mode of which the ice fails against the structure controls the load level. Recognized failure modes are crushing, bending, creep, buckling, splitting and spalling (ISO19906, 2010). For ridges other failure modes are also reported such as ridge spine failure, failure behind the ridge (Timco et al., 2000) and dodging (Kärna and Jochmann, 2004). The dodging failure was described for a ridge with a sail height of 2m on the 1st of April 2002 (Kärna and Jochmann, 2004): ”Instead of a ridge penetration, the drift direction changed for a while. Then the structure found the boundary between the level ice and the rafted ice.”. Timco et al. (2000) and Bjerkås (2006) also differ between local and global failures. Where local failures occur continuously over the whole structure width while global failures occur on a concentrated part of the structure. The failure mode that produces the highest load is crushing since the crushing strength is generally the highest strength in sea ice.

REVIEW OF GLOBAL LOADS AND FAILURE MODES
Failure modes and global loads both dependent on structure geometry and ice parameters; when designing the Confederation bridge between 20 and 25 parameters were used to find design ice loads (Brown et al., 2009). Table 3 gives a summary of maximum loads and failure modes of ridges compared to level ice.

The maximum reported first year ridge load on Molikpaq was 89MN associated with a global failure behind the ice ridge. On Molikpaq crushing of first year ridges was not observed. For level ice the maximum global load found was 131MN. The level ice failure mode was unknown, but the second largest level ice load (110MN) was caused by crushing of level ice with a thickness of 1.2m (Timco and Johnston, 2004). Molikpaq, being in the Arctic, encountered old ice features in addition to first year ice, crushing of level old ice produced the overall highest loads up to 466MN. Wright (1986) reports that strong dynamic vibrations were sometime associated with Crushing of old ice features.

Some of the Nordstömgrund data are not yet analyzed, but the highest ridge load reported until today is 3MN occurred during crushing of a ridge of 9m depth. During the interaction the ice velocity decreased to zero and dynamic accelerations up to 1m/s^2 were registered. The largest quasi-static ridge load reported is 1.3MN for crushing of a ridge keel of 6m (Bjerkås, 2006). The highest level ice load reported to this date is 3.5MN measured during crushing of level ice with dynamic accelerations up to 2m/s^2 (Bjerkås et al., 2013). For large ice ridges dodging was sometimes reported at Nordströmgrund lighthouse. In Figure 2 the full time series
from 30th of March is shown, a dodging event is seen from 18.00-19:30. For large ice ridges limiting mechanisms seems to be important, it is stressed that a comprehensive study of all Nordströmggrund data is not yet done, and should be carried out to validate what caused extreme loads.

**Figure 2.** Extreme events from the 30th of March including dodging of and ice ridge. In the bottom plot x marks ice drift velocity and o marks ice drift direction.

Brown et al. (2009) reported the highest ice loads and associated failure modes measured until 2009 on the two center piers of the 13km long Confederation Bridge. The highest ridge load measured was 8.3MN associated with a continuous failure. The failure seemed to be a combination of crushing and bending. The highest level ice load was 8.9MN also associated with a combination of bending and crushing failure.

**ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION**

In the second part of this paper some data are analyzed, first an attempt is made to compare panel loads to tilt measured at Nordströmggrund for a quasi-static ice ridge event. This is done in an attempt to investigate if tilt can be used to obtain global ice ridge loads. Accordingly limit ridge building forces are applied to estimate the critical ridge lengths for limit stress to occur on the three structures.

**Analyses of tilt and panel loads on Nordströmggrund lighthouse**

Global loads on Nordströmggrund lighthouse were originally derived from load panels. Loads from level ice heading from east would be captured by load panels fixed on the N-SE of the lighthouse reaching 1.5m below mean water level (MWL). However, load panels are not capable of obtaining total loads from ridges which reach deeper than 1.5m below MWL.

Frederking (2005) calibrated tilt data from a quasi-static level ice event with heading from the east, he found a ratio between global load and tilt of 12kN/μradians. Arguing that once
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date/time [dd.mm.yyyy/hr.min]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>29.02.2008/09.29</td>
<td>30.03.2003/22.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure mode</td>
<td>Failure behind/spine</td>
<td>crushing and bending</td>
<td>crushing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_i$ [m]</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_k$ [m]</td>
<td>NA, $h_s$ ca. 1.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>9*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{MaxR}$[MN]</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice drift [m/s]</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drift direction [$^\circ$]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum level ice event</th>
<th>Molikpaq and Johnston, 2004</th>
<th>Confederation Bridge (Brown et al., 2009)</th>
<th>Nordströmgrund (STRICE data, Frederking (2005))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date/time [dd.mm.yyyy/hr.min]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>04.04.2003/07.02</td>
<td>30.03.2003/12.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure mode</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>crushing and bending</td>
<td>crushing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean $h_i$ [m]</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_E$ [MN]</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice drift [m/s]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drift direction [$^\circ$]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio $\frac{F_{MaxR}}{F_E}$</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*approximate keel depth from EM-data times 3, a relation found by linear regression between ULS and EM (Bjerkås, 2006)

calibrated; tilt could be used to find total global loads regardless of the ice drift direction. He assumed that the foundation and lighthouse stiffness was omni directional and that wind loads were negligible. The data was filtered with a 3sec moving average. In the following an attempt is made to compare this ratio to a ratio for an ice ridge.

Based on the calibration done by Frederking (2005), eight quasi-static ice ridge events from the 2003 STRICE-data were analyzed. The maximal ratio between global panel load and tilt was found for an approximately 5m deep ridge. The ratio was 8.2kN/µradians, this value is lower than the value for level ice, suggesting that the total ridge load is not captured.

The ratio above is based on loads measured at MWL, however the actual load point of action for a ridge depends on the ridge depth. In the following estimate the ridge load is approximated by a linearly distributed load with a resultant force $F$ acting at a water depth of $1/3h_k$ (Figure 3). If the lighthouse is approximately a cantilever beam with varying cross section (see Figure 1 and Figure 3) the tilt is given by the equation of rotation of an elastic cantilever beam with
two cross sections 1 and 2 in Equation 1.

\[
\theta = \frac{F[(l_2 + l_1)^2 - l_1^2]}{2EI_2} + \frac{Fl_1^2}{2EI_1}
\]

where \( F \) is the resultant ice load, \( l_2 = 7.5m \) is the length of the bottom foundation, \( l_1 \) is the distance from the bottom foundation to the load \( F \) (\( l_1RI \approx 1/3h_k, l_1LI \approx MWL \)), \( E \) is the elastic modulus of the lighthouse. The second area moment is \( I = d^4/64 \), where \( d \) is the diameter, \( d_2 = 23m \) and \( d_1 = 7.5m \). Now by changing \( l_1LI \) to \( l_1RI \) according to Figure 3 tilt from the same load for a 5m deep ridge and level ice is compared.

By applying Equation 1 tilt is reduced by approximately 40% for the ridge compared to level ice, due to the change in point of action and the large bottom foundation. As a result the ratio between global panel load and tilt for a 5m deep quasi static ridge should be approximately 20kN/\( \mu \)radians. This estimate needs validation by more advanced numerical tools. Further this analysis shows that it is not possible to find a unique ratio between global load and tilt for ridges.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3.** To the left; Simplified level ice and ridge interaction with Nordströmgrund lighthouse. To the right; a ridge interaction seen from above and the side. To illustrate ridge limit ridge building force.

**Limit force estimate of critical ridge length**

Limit stress is typically applied to estimate dimensioning extreme quasi-static ice loads. In the following a limit stress analysis is applied to estimate minimum ice ridge lengths for crushing to occur on the three structures review in the beginning of this paper. Limit stress requires that the global load from an ice ridge acting on a structure, is lower than the global ridge building force action on the parent ice sheet, illustrated in Figure 3. This is expressed in Equation 2 and 3. It is assumed that the driving forces from the drag and wind are small compared to the ridge building force (Croasdale, 2009).

\[
F_i > F_{cl} + F_k + F_s
\]

\( F_i \) is the ridge building force, \( F_{cl} \) is the force from the consolidated layer, \( F_k \) is the keel load and \( F_s \) is the sail load. Sail loads are assumed to be negligible and are left out of this analysis, this gives Equation 3.
\[ p_i l_{ridge} > p_{cl} w h_{cl} + p_k w h_k \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

\( p_i \) is the ridge building force per unit ridge length, \( l_{ridge} \) is the length of the ridge, \( p_{cl} \) is the ice crushing pressure of the consolidated layer, \( w \) is the structure width, \( h_{cl} \) is the consolidated layer thickness, \( p_k \) is the pressure from the ridge keel and \( h_k \) is the keel depth. Ice crushing occur when the ridge length is above a critical length given by Equation 4.

\[ l_{ridge} > \frac{p_{cl} h_{cl}}{p_i} w + \frac{p_k h_k}{p_i} w \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In ISO19906 (2010) the crushing pressure of consolidated layer \( p_{cl} \) is given according to Equation 5.

\[ p_{cl} = C_R \left( \frac{h_{cl}}{h_{ref}} \right)^n \left( \frac{w}{h_{cl}} \right)^m \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\( C_R \) is a reference strength depending on the area (Beaufort Sea \( C_R = 2.8 \), Temperature areas \( C_R = 1.8 \)), \( m \) is a constant, \( n \) is a constant depending on the ice thickness and \( h_{ref} \) is 1m. I believe \( m \) is a constant used to describe non simultaneous failure over the consolidated layer similar to the Equation \( p_{cl} = A_k D^m h^n \) by Bjerkås (2004), he suggests \(-0.3 < m < -0.1 \) in ISO19906 (2010) \( m = -0.16 \).
The reference crushing strength ($C_R$) in ISO19906 (2010) is 2.8MPa for the Beaufort sea. This value was based on first year and old ice data (ISO19906, 2010). Timco and Johnston (2004) measured ice pressured from first year ice on structures in the Beaufort sea and found that “the maximum Global Pressure measured for all types of ice loading events never exceeded 2 MN/m$^2$”. Based on this, I have changed $C_R$ to 2 for the estimation of critical first year ice ridge length in the Beaufort Sea (Table 5).

In ISO19906 (2010) the rubble keel pressure (Equation 6) is estimated by a passive failure Mohr Coulomb model based on Dolgopolov et al. (1975). In the model the rubble fails simultaneously on shear plans inside the rubble. The original model of (Dolgopolov et al., 1975) was based on observations from model scale tests on ice rubble and the last group in Equation 6 was replaced by $1 + 2h_k/3w$. The rubble keel pressure $p_k$ is given by Equation 6.

$$p_k = \mu \left( \frac{h_k \gamma_e \mu}{2} + 2c \right) \left( 1 + \frac{h_k}{6w} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$\mu = \tan \left( 45 + \frac{\phi}{2} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$\gamma_e = (1 - \eta)(\rho_w - \rho_i)g$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $\mu$ is the passive pressure coefficient, $\phi$ is the internal angle of friction at failure, $c$ is the average keel cohesion, $w$ is the structure width and $\gamma_e$ is the effective buoyancy. Typical values for these ridge parameters are presented in Table 4 based on ISO19906 (2010).

For conical structures a load reduction due to bending failure is expected. ISO19906 (2010) only consider bending of level ice, in the absence of such formulas crushing is considered also for the conical piers of the Confederation bridge.

The ridge building force per unit ridge length is expressed by Equation 9 which is an empirical formula from ISO19906 (2010). The value of R depends on the ice thickness, in ISO19906 (2010) the expression for $Rh_i^{1.25}$ is equal 2, obtained by curve fitting data of 1m thick ice for structure widths greater than 100m. I have used 2 = $A = Rh_i^{1.25}$, Equation 9.

$$p_i = Rh_i^{1.25}l_{ridge}^{-0.54} = Al_{ridge}^{-0.54}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Finally, the critical ridge length for limit stress is estimated by Equation 10 and presented in Table 5. Ridge parameters are taken from Table 3 and 4. For Nordströmgrund parameters were based on the ridge that caused the largest quasi-static load of 1.3MN. $h_{cl}$ was never measured and is therefor estimated by $h_{cl} = 1.8h_i$ based on measurements by Høyland (2000). For Molikpaq $h_k$ was neither measured, it is estimated by $h_k = 4.5h_s$ based on Timco et al. (2000).
Table 4. Ice ridge parameters used in this estimation (ISO19906, 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>φ [°]</th>
<th>c [kPa]</th>
<th>ρw [kg/m³]</th>
<th>ρi [kg/m³]</th>
<th>η [-]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1025</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ r_{ridge}^{0.46} > \left( p_{cl}h_{cl} + p_{k}h_{k} \right) w A \] (10)

The ridge loads calculated from the analytical models in Table 5 are between 1.5 and 6 times the measured loads.

Table 5. Table over critical length \( l_{ridge} \) together with ridge loads \( F_{cl}, F_{k} \) and \( F_{tot} = F_{cl} + F_{k} \). Ridge sizes are taken from Table 3. \( h_{cl} \) was not measured for any of the structures and for Molikpaq \( h_{k} \) was also not measured, these values are estimated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Molikpaq</th>
<th>Confederation Bridge</th>
<th>Nordströmgrund lighthouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w [m]</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_{i} ) [m]</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_{cl} ) [m]</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_{k} ) [m]</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{R} ) MPa</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_{cl} ) [MN]</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_{k} ) [MN]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_{tot} ) [MN]</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l_{ridge} ) [m]</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adjusted down to 2 from 2.8 to only account for first year ice ridges.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper actions from first year ice ridges on fixed structures has been studied. The first part of this paper was a review on full scale global loads and associated failure modes on three fixed structures, actions from first year ridges and level ice were compared. The three instrumented structures was the Molikpaq, the piers of the Confederation Bridge and Nordströmgrund lighthouse. In the second part of this paper some ice ridge structure interaction data were analyzed. Data from Nordströmgrund lighthouse were used to obtain a ratio between global panel loads and tilt for ridges compared to level ice. Finally a limit force analysis was performed to estimate minimum ice ridge lengths for crushing to occur on the three fixed structures.

From this work the following conclusions were made:

- The highest ridge loads on Nordströmgrund lighthouse and the piers of the confederation bridge were associated with crushing and combined crushing/bending respectively, while
on Molikpaq crushing of ice ridges did not occur. Measured full scale global ice ridge loads were in the same order as loads from level ice for all three structures.

- From a limit force analysis it was estimated that the critical ridge length to produce local crushing was 9km on Molikpaq compared to 20m for Nordströmgrund lighthouse and 200m on the piers of the confederation bridge.

- From full scale data of a quasi-static 5m deep ice ridge iteration with the Nordströmgrund lighthouse; a ratio between global panel load and tilt was found. The ridge ratio obtained was 8.2 kN/µradians compared to 12kN/µradians for level ice derived by Frederking (2005). The low value indicates that load panels underestimate ridge loads. Additionally; an analytical estimate suggest that the same load from a 5m deep ridge would give approximately 40% less tilt than level ice due to the change of point of action and large bottom foundation. As a result a general ratio between global load and tilt cannot be obtain for ice ridges. For ice ridges; advanced numerical tools (FEM,DEM) are needed to obtain global loads from tilt.
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Direct observations of Arctic sea ice thickness variability on seasonal to decadal time scales
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ABSTRACT
Variability in ice thickness observed by moored sonars in the Transpolar Drift in Fram Strait during 1990-2011 is described and quantified. Over the 22 year long period the modal ice thickness decreased by 20% per decade, relative to its long-term average. The mean ice thickness remained relatively constant during 1990-2005, after which it dropped from its prevailing level around 3 m down to 2 m. There are indications of a 6-8 year cycle in modal ice thickness. The cycle’s crest to trough difference in thickness is 0.73 m. The cycle is less pronounced in the mean ice thickness, which hints towards thermodynamically controlled processes in explaining the origin of the cycle. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the modal ice thickness seasonal cycle is 0.54 m. The corresponding peak-to-peak amplitude for the mean ice thickness is 1.14 m. The seasonal maximum modal ice thickness in April occurs two months before the corresponding maximum in mean ice thickness in June. The seasonal minimum modal ice thickness in August occurs one month before the minimum in mean ice thickness in September. Combined, this illustrates how different processes control the modal (thermodynamics) and mean (dynamics + thermodynamics/ocean heat) ice thickness.

INTRODUCTION
Arctic sea ice has seen widespread change over the past decades (Meier et al., 2014). A younger and thinner Arctic sea ice cover (Maslanik et al., 2011; Kwok and Rothrock, 2009) remains preconditioned for recent record low sea ice extent minima, such as those in 2007 and 2012 (Parkinson and Comiso, 2013).

It is not straightforward to establish a link between the observed thinning and the drivers of this process. The spatial and temporal resolution of Arctic sea ice thickness data sets available to document long term thinning does not allow a detailed dissection of the ice thickness distribution to be carried out. Often the mean ice thickness is the only summary statistic at hand to document thickness change. The ice thickness distribution is typically bimodal and heavy-tailed, a reflection of how different processes operate differently in different segments over the range of ice thicknesses and ice types. With only the mean ice thickness available to document thinning, it is difficult to conclude on which ice type has changed, and why. Moreover, such long term data sets fail to resolve the seasonal cycle. This complicates the quantification of long term variability.

Here we present time series (1990-2011) of monthly ice thickness distributions obtained by moored sonars in the Transpolar Drift in Fram Strait (Hansen et al., 2013). The spatial and temporal resolution of the data allows us to 1) resolve the full thickness distribution, and 2) resolve the seasonal variability. Here we separate between variability in the thickness of old
level ice and that of the rest of the ice. The variability is quantified for the modal (old ice) and
mean ice thickness as deduced from the monthly ice thickness distributions.

The Fram Strait data set was presented by Hansen et al. (2013). The present contribution takes
this previous study one step further by identifying and quantifying variability on three time
scales; seasonal, interannual and decadal or longer.

DATA AND METHODS

The data set comprises 22 years (1990-2011) of continuous draft observations by moored
upward looking sonars in the Transpolar Drift at 79° N 5° W in Fram Strait (Figure 1, and
Hansen et al. 2013). During 1990-2006 the observations were made with CMR ES300 sonars
operating with a sampling rate of 4 min. The instrumentation was replaced by ASL IPS sonars
in 2006, operating with a sampling rate of 2 s. Installed at a depth of 50 m, the nominal
footprint of the sonars is approximately 1.8 m. The full data set was processed and quality
controlled by ASL Environmental Sciences following the methodology of Melling et al.
(1995). Further details about the data set and its processing are found in Hansen et al. (2013).

The draft values were converted to ice thickness by multiplying with the factor 1.136
(empirically derived by Vinje and Finnekåsa, 1986). This simplified conversion is only made
to facilitate a direct comparison with ice thickness data sets. The conversion is linear, the
original draft value may be obtained by dividing with this factor. Monthly normalized ice
thickness distributions were constructed by binning, counting, and normalizing the thickness
observations month by month. The accuracy of summary statistics like the modal and mean
ice thickness is within the bin width of the monthly thickness distributions of 10 cm (Vinje et

The thickness series used to construct the monthly ice thickness distributions are time
referenced (the quality of concurrent ice drift velocity observations is too poor to carry out a
conversion to spatially referenced thickness series). In practice this means that the sampling
distance is varying with time, and that the statistics derived for each month are based on
segments of ice of different distances. However, subsampling with different subsampling
periods shows little effect on the monthly statistics (Hansen et al., 2013). Statistical modelling
of the effect of time varying ice drift demonstrates the same insensitivity in the monthly
summary statistics to the drift (Uteng et al., in prep.).

The observation site in Fram Strait is illustrated in Figure 1. The figure also shows the
backward trajectories of ice exported through Fram Strait for each month of the observation
period (Hansen et al., 2013). This illustrates the source regions of the ice observed in Fram
Strait. In investigating variability in this dynamic region, it is imperative that variability due
to advection is separated from that of any other causes. Hansen et al. (2013) found little
relation between thickness variability and advection patterns on any time scale.

The objective of this study is to identify and quantify variability in ice thickness over the
timescales seasonal, interannual and decadal or longer. The term seasonal variability is used
to address the variability over each year (the seasonal cycle). Interannual variability is
referring to variability in thickness on timescales 1-9 years. When using the term decadal or
longer variability we are referring to variability with periods over scales longer than 10 years.

The seasonal variability of the thickness of sea ice drifting through Fram Strait is quantified
by averaging the modal and mean ice thickness over all available calendar months into an
average seasonal cycle. Due to the longer scale variability, the cycle is calculated around the average modal and mean ice thickness for each year, respectively. The interannual variability is highlighted by filtering out the seasonal cycle. The filter is a three-step centred simple moving average with a window of 13 months in the first step, then 9 and 7 in the two subsequent steps. The time series contains individual months with missing data. A total of 52 months are missing in the 252 months long time series. In order to enable the filtering to be performed, the gaps were filled by using the average value of the same month the preceding and succeeding year to fill the gap for each missing month. This approach ensures that any cyclicity in the time series is maintained.

We apply two other methods of smoothing to ensure that the gap filling technique does not introduce artefacts: First we reproduce the annual averages presented by Hansen et al. (2013), where years with missing months were represented by the average of the remaining months. Secondly, we do the smoothing on the segments of data between the missing months with a centred simple moving average with a 13 month window. The combination of these two methods supplements the method of filling the gaps.

Finally an indication of long term variability (or change) is indicated by a linear fit through the data points. The fit start in August 1990, and ends in August 2011. In a time series featuring cyclicity, such a fit is sensitive to the location of the start and end points. Ideally any cyclicity should be removed from the time series prior to the fit. However, our time series is not long enough to precisely identify the period of any cyclicity on longer time scales. The fit is therefore crudely made across the entire time series, as an indication of the variability or change over the entire 22 years long observation period.

Figure 1. The location of the observation site in Fram Strait (magenta star). The black lines show the ice trajectories, calculated backward from the observation site from the month of observation up to 3 years earlier. The bullets indicate the position of the ice 1 (cyan), 2 (red) and 3 (blue) years prior to the observation of its thickness in Fram Strait (adapted from Hansen et al., 2013).
RESULTS

Long term trend: Variability on decadal or longer time scales
The time series of modal ice thickness is presented in Figure 2. It is too short to provide detailed information about the different modes of variability in the Arctic occurring on time scales from decadal and longer (e.g., Venegas and Mysak, 2000; Hilmer and Lemke, 2000; Polyakov and Johnson, 2000). However, even a trend derived from a plain linear regression may provide information about the scale of variability or change over the observation period. For that purpose we use the time series where the occasional gaps in monthly values are filled.

The linear trend of the modal ice thickness, bluntly taken across seasonal and interannual variability, is estimated to be negative at -0.51 m per decade (Figure 2 a). This corresponds to -20% per decade, relative to the long term average modal thickness.

Figure 2. Time series of modal (old ice) thickness observed in Fram Strait during 1990-2011. To ensure readability the same data is presented over three panels, highlighting different approaches to address the variability. The upper panel (a) shows the monthly and annually averaged data, along with a linear fit to the monthly data. The middle panel (b) shows the monthly values, along with a smoothed version (13 month simple centred running average) of the data segments between missing data. The lower panel (c) shows the monthly time series with filled gaps. It also shows its smoothed version (triple running mean, centred, 13 month window).
The time series of mean ice thickness is shown in Figure 3. A linear regression analysis across the whole time series yields a negative trend at -0.36 m per decade (Figure 3 a). This corresponds to -12% per decade, relative to the long term average of the mean ice thickness. However, in this case the linear model appears less representative for the change over the 22 year long period. Considering the smoothed curves in Figure 3 b) and c) where the seasonal variability is filtered out, the mean ice thickness appears to remain around 3 m from 1990 to 2006. It then plummets down to approximately 2 m over only 4-5 years.

**Interannual variability**

The seasonal cycle of the modal ice thickness should be filtered out to highlight variability on timescales longer than seasonal. Due to occasional gaps in the time series, we must either do the filtering on the data segments between the gaps, or fill the gaps. The first approach may result in loss of information, while the latter may introduce artefacts. Here we have done both, in addition to adding the annual averages of Hansen et al. (2013) (where the average of years with missing months were represented by the average of the remaining months). This reduces the risk of misinterpretation of the smoothed curves.
The result for the modal thickness is presented in Figure 2 b) and c). The two versions of the smoothed curves are seen to behave in a similar pattern. The annual averages are also seen to follow the smoothed curves, except for the years containing data gaps where there are deviations. Based on the three approaches combined, we conclude that superimposed on the downward trend there is interannual thickness variability on time scales of 6-8 years. The apparent crests at the start and end of the times series in 1991 and 2010/11 is excluded from these considerations, due to the risk of artefacts from the smoothing process. Crests in 1997 and 2003, combined with troughs in 1993, 2001 and 2008/09, nevertheless indicate the potential existence of a periodic cycle.

For the purpose of identifying the amplitude of this apparently periodic cycle in modal thickness, we detrend the curve of monthly modal ice thicknesses by subtracting the linear fit. The result is seen in Figure 4. Counting from the start in 1990, there are three troughs. Their amplitudes are -0.30 m, -0.29 m and -0.25 m. Correspondingly there are two crests, with amplitudes 0.45 m and 0.44 m. This provides four peak-to-peak amplitudes; 0.75 m (1993-1997), 0.74 m (1997-2001), 0.73 m (2001-2003) and 0.70 m (2003-2008).

Figure 4. The detrended modal ice thickness from Fram Strait. The detrending is carried out on the monthly time series with filled gaps, by subtracting the linear fit from the monthly values. The time series is smoothed to highlight interannual and decadal variability. Troughs are indicated with a diamond, while crests are indicated by a circle.

Figure 3 b) and c) shows the smoothed mean ice thickness. There are indications of variability on the same 6-8 year time scale time as for the modal thickness, but for the mean ice thickness this is much less pronounced. There is variability though, with the smoothed mean ice thickness varying from 3.2 m to 2.5 m over just 2-3 years (2000-2003). The most pronounced feature of variability (or change) is the drop in mean ice thickness starting in 2006 (from 3.2 to 2 m over 5 years).

**Seasonal variability**

The average seasonal cycle in modal thickness (the thickness of old level ice) over the 1990-2011 period is shown in Figure 5. On average, the maximum thickness is reached in April, when the ice is 0.23 m thicker than the annual average. The minimum modal thickness is reached in August; the ice is then -0.31 m thinner than the annually averaged thickness. This yields a seasonal peak-to-peak amplitude of 0.54 m around the average thickness over the year. This is the work of thermodynamical processes during freeze and melt. Clearly the magnitude of thickness gain or loss during the seasons varies with the factors controlling the
seasonal freezing and melting. In addition to the thermodynamic factors, the age of the ice is a major factor in controlling the level of the thickness which the seasonality cycles around. Hence advection also plays a role in the sense that ice that is not exported to lower latitudes may survive the melt season to form older ice. The average seasonal cycle observed in Figure 5 is reflecting the work of the average thermodynamic factors and the prevailing age of the ice during this period.

Figure 5. The average seasonal cycle of the modal ice thickness observed in Fram Strait during the period 1990-2011. The error bars show the standard deviation of each monthly average.

The average seasonal cycle of the mean ice thickness in Fram Strait over the 1990-2011 period is shown in Figure 6. The monthly mean ice thickness is calculated as the arithmetic mean of all thickness observations during each month since the onset of the observations in 1990. Unlike the modal thickness, which is reflecting the thickness of old level ice and where the variability reflects variability in thermodynamic processes, the mean ice thickness is influenced by all available ice types. Moreover, variability in the mean ice thickness generally reflects variability in both thermodynamic and dynamic processes acting on the ice to change its thickness. Clearly the mean ice thickness it is not a summary statistic which is well suited to describe ice thickness change or to point to likely causes for the change. However, it is much used to describe the thickness of the ice cover in reports from large scale ice models or large scale ice thickness observations, or in reports based on ice thickness data sets where the temporal and spatial coverage does not allow more details than the mean thickness to be deduced.

During 1990-2011 the maximum seasonal mean ice thickness is reached in June, when it peaks to 0.43 m above the annual average. The seasonal minimum is reached in September at -0.70 m. The average seasonal peak-to-peak amplitude of the mean ice thickness is therefore 1.14 m around the annually averaged mean thickness. In addition to the thermodynamic processes and ice age which controls the thickness of level ice, the mean ice thickness is also controlled by dynamic processes (rafting, ridging and rubble building). The mean ice thickness is dominated by dynamically deformed ice, due to the generally great thicknesses of this ice type. On average 66% of the mean ice thickness is due to deformed ice in this region (Hansen et al., 2014). However, it is not straightforward to separate between the role of dynamic and thermodynamic processes in controlling the seasonal thickness change.
DISCUSSION

The variability in modal and mean ice thickness is observed to behave differently on all timescales. This illustrates how the physics controlling the modal and mean ice thickness differ. The first parameter is largely controlled by thermodynamic processes. The latter is dominated by ridged ice (Hansen et al., 2014), hence dynamic processes are dominating in increasing the value of this parameter. On the other hand thermodynamics play a major role in taking the mean ice thickness down, since ridged ice is particularly vulnerable to ocean heat (Amundrud et al., 2006). Since the sensitivity to ocean heat is much larger for ridged ice than for level ice, the difference in variability between modal and mean ice thickness should be expected.

In the seasonal cycle the difference in controlling processes is reflected in the timing of seasonal maxima and minima. The seasonal maximum in modal ice thickness is reached in April, the last month where freezing dominates the freeze/melt balance. For the mean ice thickness the seasonal maximum is reached two months later in June. A possible explanation is that the ridging process continues to operate on the surviving thin ice until this month, even after surface melt has started to occur. Correspondingly the seasonal minimum in modal thickness is reached in August, one month prior to the minimum in mean ice thickness. A likely contributing factor, is that ocean heat accumulated during summer is available to melt and disintegrate the deep and porous ridges, while the less ocean heat sensitive level ice floats in a fresher and more rapidly cooling surface layer.

The difference in timing of seasonal maximum and minimum is also likely to be affected by the fact that melt/freeze may change the modal and mean ice thickness in different directions. At onset of melt during spring, thin ice and old level ice becomes thinner. The modal thickness is decreasing. However, the removal of thin ice from the distribution acts to increase the mean ice thickness of the surviving ice. (Statistically speaking, the false conclusion that melting ice becomes thicker is an example of the effect of a survivorship bias. It is, therefore, also an example of how one should be careful when using the mean ice thickness to interpret the effect of processes in play). Likewise, at the onset of freeze during fall, new and thin ice is added while the modal thickness is increasing. However, the addition of thin ice in the distribution may act to reduce the mean ice thickness.
The drop in mean ice thickness from 3 m to 2 m during 2006-2011 is not reflected in the modal ice thickness in the same way. This decrease in mean ice thickness occurred during a period where both the number and average depth of ridges decreased (Ekeberg et al., 2014). The reason for this loss of ridged ice in the Transpolar Drift in Fram Strait remains unresolved; it might be connected to changes in both ridge formation and/or ridge degradation processes. However, the fact that this loss of ridged ice occurred concurrent with a shift towards younger ice (Hansen et al. 2013; Maslanik et al., 2011) points to a contributing factor: Younger ice contains larger fractions of young ridges, which are more prone to disintegration than their older consolidated counterparts. When facing increased ocean heat storage in the upper ocean (Stroeve et al., 2014) it is expected that such young ridges are effectively eroded, thereby taking the mean ice thickness drastically down.

The apparent 6-8 year cycle in modal thickness is intriguing. Comiso (2012) saw indications of an 8-9 year cycle in his time series (1978-2010) of area covered by multiyear ice. Such variability in age composition is likely to affect the modal thickness. Another possible source of the cycle is thickness anomalies formed in the Siberian shelf seas and in the Chukchi Sea, which propagate across the Arctic Ocean to Fram Strait and contribute to thickness anomalies with timescales of about 9 years (Koenigk et al., 2006). However, our time series is too short to conclude on the long-term consistency, origin and significance of the cycle observed in the modal ice thickness. It is therefore important to continue the observations of ice thickness in Fram Strait.

CONCLUSIONS

Variability on seasonal, interannual and decadal or longer time scales in monthly values of modal and mean ice thickness observed in the Transpolar Drift in Fram Strait is described. The time series were obtained by moored upward looking sonars during the period 1990-2011.

The peak-to-peak amplitude of the modal ice thickness seasonal cycle is 0.54 m. The corresponding peak-to-peak amplitude for the mean ice thickness is 1.14 m. The seasonal maximum modal ice thickness in April occurs two months before the corresponding maximum in mean ice thickness in June. The seasonal minimum modal ice thickness in August occurs one month before the minimum in mean ice thickness in September. This difference in timing illustrates how different processes control the two parameters.

There are indications of a 6-8 year cycle in modal ice thickness. The cycle’s crest to trough difference in thickness is 0.73 m. The cycle is less pronounced in the mean ice thickness, which hints towards thermodynamically controlled processes in explaining the origin of the cycle. However, our time series is too short to conclude on the long-term consistency, origin and significance of the cycle.

Variability (or change) on decadal or longer time scales was quantified by the linear trend through the data. The linear trend of the modal ice thickness was estimated to be negative at -0.51 m per decade. This corresponds to -20% per decade, relative to the long term average modal ice thickness. The linear trend in the mean ice thickness was found to be negative at -0.36 m per decade (12% relative to the long term average mean ice thickness). However, a pronounced decrease from 3.2 m to 2 m over the period 2006-2011 is the most pronounced long term feature of the mean ice thickness time series.
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ABSTRACT
Exploration and production of oil and gas resources in harsh offshore environments may require operating in contact with ice. Therefore, there is a need to understand the operational implications of ice actions on stationkeeping of floating platforms, offloading of hydrocarbons, evacuation and rescue of personnel and oil spill response operations. This knowledge is especially important in the early phase of field developments projects, because ice actions can strongly affect the costs of the hull structure of a floating platform, as well as the design of its mooring and propulsion systems. Furthermore, estimating the operational expenditures of potential support operations requires the knowledge of ice loads on vessels in transit during physical ice management and other special operations such as iceberg towing through broken ice. This paper presents a novel numerical environment for simulating such complex and critical offshore operations with high fidelity and performance: SIBIS, which stands for “Simulation of Interaction between Broken Ice and Structures”. The numerical model estimates both local and global ice actions on vessels and offshore structures, and the corresponding structural response in time domain. This paper describes the overall structure and capabilities of the SIBIS package, and presents some examples of its successful usage in industrial projects.

INTRODUCTION
Oil and gas industry operations in deep-water Arctic areas are currently taking place primarily during the open water season. For example, floating drilling and production platforms are routinely operating in the Barents Sea and offshore Newfoundland and Labrador. However, certain offshore sites may experience rare sea ice intrusions, and in such situations the performance of a drilling or production facility shall remain safe and robust. It is known that in all practical sea ice intrusion situations the ice cover approaching the operational site of a floating platform will be discontinuous, i.e. broken into discrete ice features of various shapes and sizes either by waves or by the operator’s ice management fleet.

The capability of a platform or a vessel to operate in a broken ice field depends on the level of ice actions. These actions, in turn, depend on the ice-structure interaction processes which involve complex contact mechanics: ice material failure, rigid-body motions of the broken ice pieces, ice-ice and ice-structure friction, ice clearing processes and fluid effects. Moreover, the boundary conditions of the broken ice domain may have a strong influence on the load-response relationship of the dynamical ice-structure system, leading to a range of highly nonlinear and complex physical behaviours. Such interactions are very challenging to describe and predict, and the industry lacks reliable engineering tools for computing the response of structures to actions from broken ice.
Modelling and simulation of the global loads on structures from broken ice is especially challenging because of the apparent discrete-continuum nature of the broken ice material. On the one hand, it is composed of distinct ice floes that can be described as separate independent bodies, i.e., a discrete system. On the other hand, during ice drift and ice-vehicle interactions the ice floes can crush, split, buckle and fracture, producing new floes and brash ice. Such material behaviour can be difficult to describe from a purely discrete perspective, and calculations of stresses and strains inside the individual ice floes may be necessary. Nevertheless, several empirical and numerical methods have been developed for estimating global loads on offshore structures from broken ice.

State-of-the-art empirical methods can be listed as follows:

- Methods based on regression analyses of model tests performed in pack ice conditions (Spencer and Molyneux, 2009; Woolgar and Colbourne, 2010; Wang et al., 2010);
- The “equivalent level ice thickness” method of Keinonen et al. (1998);
- Formulae derived from full-scale measurements of the global ice loads on the Kulluk platform (Wright, 1999; Croasdale et al., 2009; Palmer and Croasdale, 2013).

However, those empirical formulations produce only one estimate of the ice load for a certain combination of ice-vehicle parameters. For practical applications that can be insufficient, especially when reliable information about the dynamical and statistical characteristics of the ice load signal are needed for an engineering application (such as the mean and peak values). Although this limitation can be circumvented by either a statistical method (Metrikin et al., 2013) or a “max-to-mean ratio” method (Eik and Aksnes, 2010; Eik, 2011), such methods do not seem to be widely applied in the industry. Another promising empirical approach is based on direct usage of experimental data of the measured global ice loads, which are used as input to a numerical model of an offshore structure. Although this method has been widely used in dynamic positioning (DP) applications (Jenssen et al., 2009; Hals and Jenssen, 2012; Metrikin et al., 2013), the most challenging stationkeeping scenarios, such as DP position loss due to insufficient thrust, cannot be reliably replicated by this method as demonstrated by Jenssen et al. (2012) and Metrikin et al. (2013).

It is generally accepted that a more promising approach is to utilize a high-fidelity numerical model, based on the fundamental laws of physics, to estimate the ice loads. Different numerical techniques have been historically applied for this purpose:

- The Finite Element Method (FEM) implemented in a commercial software package such as LS-DYNA, ANSYS or ABAQUS (Wang and Derradji-Aouat, 2010; Wang and Derradji-Aouat, 2011; Millan and Wang, 2011; Lobanov, 2011; Kim et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2014);
- Implementation of the Particle-In-Cell (PIC) method introduced by Sayed (1997) and further developed at the National Research Council of Canada (Barker et al., 2000, 2002, 2014; Barker and Sayed, 2012; Iyerusalimskiy et al., 2012; Sayed and Barker, 2011; Sayed and Kubat, 2011; Sayed et al., 2012a, 2012b, 2014a, 2014b, 2015; Vachon et al., 2012);
- Various implementations and further developments of the classical penalty-based discrete element method of Cundall (1971). Modern implementations include:
2014; Polojärvi et al., 2012, 2015; Polojärvi, 2013; Haase et al., 2010; Ranta et al., 2014);

- Model of the Krylov State Research Centre in Saint-Petersburg, Russia (Karulin and Karulina, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2014);
- The DECICE code owned by the Oceanic Consulting Corporation in Canada (O'Brien, 2004; Quinton, 2006; Lau, 2006; Lau and Ré, 2006; Lawrence, 2009; Liu et al., 2010; Zhan et al., 2010; Park et al., 2011; Lau et al., 2011; Molyneux et al., 2012a, 2012b; Zhan and Molyneux, 2012);
- And other independent developments (Selvadurai, 2009; Sun and Shen, 2012; Vroegrijk, 2012; Ji et al., 2014, 2013).

Recently, a new method for calculating broken ice loads on structures was proposed - the GPU-based event mechanics (GEM) (Daley et al., 2012, 2014a, 2014b; Alawneh et al., 2015). The background theory and governing equations of that method can be found in Alawneh (2014), and validation was performed against small-scale experiments where the vessel and the ice floes were modelled by polypropylene blocks (Alawneh, 2014; Alawneh et al., 2015).

In the authors’ opinion, one of the most promising numerical approaches for simulating ice-structure interaction is the nonsmooth discrete element method. For ice mechanics applications that method was pioneered by Konno and Mizuki (2006a), and was developed further in their subsequent publications (Konno and Mizuki, 2006b; Konno et al., 2007, 2011, 2013; Konno and Yoshimoto, 2008; Konno, 2009a, 2009b; Konno and Saitoh, 2010; Watanabe and Konno, 2011; Ishibashi et al., 2014). A similar approach is utilized in the numerical model developed by the Ship Modelling and Simulation Centre (SMSC) in Trondheim, Norway (Amdahl et al., 2014; Gürtner et al., 2012; Lubbad and Løset, 2011), and in the simulator product developed by the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (Metrikin et al., 2012a, 2012b, 2013, 2015; Metrikin and Løset, 2013; Kerkeni et al., 2013a, 2013b; Kerkeni and Metrikin, 2013; Scibilia et al., 2014; Østhus, 2014; Metrikin, 2014; Kjerstad and Skjetne, 2014; Kjerstad et al., 2015). Furthermore, the nonsmooth discrete element approach is presumably utilized in the new ice simulation tool using a multi-model program developed by Cervval, Bureau Veritas and Technip (Septseault et al., 2014, 2015). Finally, another numerical model, seemingly based on similar theoretical principles, is currently being developed independently by the Norwegian University of Science and Technology within the framework of the Sustainable Arctic Marine and Coastal Technology (SAMCoT) centre for research-based innovation (Lubbad and Løset, 2015).

This paper presents a novel and independently developed numerical approach for estimating the response of vessels and offshore structures to broken ice actions. The approach is based on the nonsmooth 3D formulation of the discrete element method, and it is implemented in a software package which offers a complete engineering environment for simulating various offshore operations in contact with ice. The forthcoming sections of the paper describe the structure and capabilities of the new software package, as well as some of its validation cases and successful usage examples from real industrial projects.

**SIBIS MODEL DESCRIPTION**

SIBIS (Simulation of Interaction between Broken Ice and Structures) is a novel simulation tool which has been developed jointly by Statoil and Multiconsult as a complete numerical environment for efficient simulations of offshore structures in discontinuous ice conditions in time domain. The main application of the SIBIS numerical model is simulating the response of floating structures to global pack ice loads, but the software can also be used for simulating
ice actions on fixed offshore and coastal structures in intact or deformed (e.g. ridged) ice, as well as for a wide spectrum of other ice engineering challenges, such as for example under-hull ice material transport investigations. On the highest level the SIBIS numerical tool is structured as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Top-level structure of the SIBIS simulator product.](image)

User’s input to the numerical model includes the 3D surface mesh of the simulated structure, its mass and inertia tensor, as well as the stationkeeping system configuration. The structure can be moored or thruster-assisted (on DP), as well as fixed to a planar motion mechanism (PMM) or to a towing carriage in a virtual ice basin. Other user-defined input parameters to SIBIS include the densities of the surrounding water and air, current and wind velocities and the acceleration of gravity. The simulated physical domain can be restricted by static boundaries, if the objective of the user is to simulate an operation close to a coastline, or a model-scale experiment in a restricted ice tank.

Both full-scale and model-scale ice covers can be modelled in SIBIS. An example of a model-scale ice field is shown in Figure 2, and the corresponding floe size distribution is shown in Figure 3. An example of a full-scale broken ice field is presented later in this paper.

![Figure 2. Top: broken ice field picture from the large ice tank of the Hamburg Ship Model Basin (HSVA), bottom: the corresponding ice field input to SIBIS.](image)
The simulated ice cover in SIBIS is composed of individual ice fragments that respond in 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) to accurate fully-nonlinear hydrostatic forces, skin and form drag forces, damping loads and contact forces from other ice floes, structures or boundaries in the simulation domain. Each ice fragment is characterized by a set of individual physical properties (geometry, density, flexural and compressive strengths, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and friction coefficients). Therefore, it is possible to simulate ridge fragments and rubble fields in the ice cover, as well as multiyear or glacial ice inclusions. Furthermore, it is possible to assign statistical distributions to all individual properties of the simulated ice floes: both geometrical properties, such as the size and shape of the ice fragments, as well as mechanical properties such as the ice strength.

In every ice-ice contact the pressure and frictional forces are calculated, and possible crushing and rafting processes between the ice floes are modelled. Furthermore, in the ice-structure contacts the ice crushing is taken into account, and the ice floes can fracture in bending and splitting modes against the structural interface. The other simulated loads on the structure include buoyancy, wind and current drag forces, damping loads, mooring reactions and propulsion forces.

Given initial and boundary conditions, the SIBIS simulation engine computes for each time step the dynamics of the ice and the structure in 6 DOF, normal and frictional contact forces for ice-structure and ice-ice interactions, fluid-structure and fluid-ice interactions (hydrostatics and hydrodynamics) and the stationkeeping system behaviour and response. Ice fractures are modelled dynamically, depending on the actual physical configuration of the simulated system at each time step, i.e. the failure patterns are not pre-assumed.

Throughout the simulation process the SIBIS software produces output files with loads on the structure (global and local), motions of the structure, and other relevant numerical data - for subsequent analysis and post-processing by the user. Finally, visualization of the simulation process can be performed by the SIBIS package both in real-time and after full completion of an individual simulation run.
SIBIS MODEL CALIBRATION

The SIBIS model has been calibrated against model-scale experiments of a floating drillship in managed ice conditions at the large ice tank of the Hamburg Ship Model Basin (Bonnemaire et al., 2015). A principle sketch of the corresponding numerical setup is shown in Figure 4: the vessel was moored to an underwater carriage moving forward along the basin, which was modelled with 4 static walls confining the ice cover. The simulated broken ice fields had a similar concentration and floe size distributions as the ones utilized in the model basin. A total of eight interactions performed in the ice basin were modelled numerically. This included ice covers of two different significant floe sizes, two ice thicknesses, and concentrations in the range from 70% to 90%. Special attention was paid to accurate replication and control of the initial ice floe size distributions, because it was one of the main steering parameters in the physical experiments.

![Figure 4. Principle sketch of the SIBIS numerical setup for ice basin simulations.](image)

The outcomes of the simulations were recorded and compared with the available model-scale data. Main focus was placed on the major processes that govern the global response level:

- Response of the ice field, including mobilization of the ice field, confinement increase due to the boundary effects and interlocking effects (Figure 5);
- Ice failure modes (bending, splitting, crushing), ice accumulation and material transport processes around the structure – both in-plane and sub-surface;
- Response of the structure in different degrees of freedom;
- Loads in the mooring system.

Figure 6 shows two examples of comparisons between the achieved and simulated mooring loads. The experimental results are shown in red colour, while the numerical results are shown in blue colour. The load time series indicate that similar mooring load levels and trends are achieved along the ice basin. However, the time series differ locally. Exact replica is not expected due to the nature of interactions in broken ice. Those interactions are highly stochastic, and a small perturbation at some point may evolve into a substantially different global interaction. Furthermore, the interactions are short with just a few main oscillations. Therefore, it is challenging to compare the extreme values since several oscillations (or a longer interaction) may result in completely different extreme values.
Figure 5. A comparison between ice interactions in the experiment and SIBIS simulation.

Figure 6. Comparison of the measured (in red) and simulated (in blue) mooring load time series for 2 distinct interactions: a) 90 % concentration, large floes; b) 90 % concentration, small floes. The axes in the plots are not marked due to confidentiality restrictions.

The model-scale results have also been used to calibrate the ice material accumulation and transport functionality in SIBIS. Figure 7 (middle row) qualitatively compares the simulated ice accumulation to the one achieved in the model tests (top row). Pre-broken rectangular ice pieces with a certain thickness were used in the numerical model to reproduce an ice sheet that would lead to ice accumulation. An ice basin configuration was used in SIBIS to tow the stern of the vessel through the ice field at a certain velocity, when the ice field was confined by the walls of the model tank. It can be seen in Figure 7 that the accumulation effects are quite well replicated by the SIBIS model.

SIBIS MODEL APPLICATION

After the numerical model had been calibrated against model-scale experimental data, it was applied for performance assessments of the vessel in realistic metocean conditions (Metrikin et al., 2015). First of all, the SIBIS model was used to evaluate a design change of the icebreaking stern of the vessel. In order to reduce the ice accumulations observed in the model tests, the thruster boxes were modified in an attempt to reduce the ice accumulations and cater for better ice material clearing in the stern area. The boxes were narrowed down and were extended deeper to provide more space for the ice clearing. Then, numerical simulations were performed with the SIBIS model in 180º and 165º astern configurations in 0.6 m and 1.2 m ice thicknesses, and it was verified that the modified stern has enhanced the ice clearing capabilities of the drillship (Figure 7, bottom row). Further material transport investigations could also be performed using the SIBIS model, in order to understand if the ice could be potentially transported into the moonpool of the drillship or foul its mooring lines.
Figure 7. Measurements and simulations of the ice material accumulation and transportation processes. Top row: physical model test, middle row: SIBIS simulation with the original stern design, bottom row: SIBIS simulation with the improved stern design.

The second application of the qualified SIBIS model was to produce a mapping of the vessel’s response to a set of interactions with realistic full-scale managed ice conditions, i.e. development of an M2L (Managed ice to Load) transfer function (Liferov, 2014). This included:

- Definition and modelling of a set of relevant full-scale managed ice environments;
- Simulation of the response of the hull when moored in the drifting ice fields;
- Mapping the response of the vessel to a set of ice conditions (ice floe size distributions, concentrations and thicknesses).

The outcome of the study could then be used to simulate operations at a particular geographical location, and estimate the operability and potential downtime of the drillship at that location.
The broken ice fields used in the simulations were divided into two parts: a near-field area of managed ice and a far-field area where the floes were unmanaged. The ice concentration was the same over the whole ice field (both near-field and far-field), ensuring a uniform confinement over the whole ice cover. An example of the utilized ice field is shown in Figure 8, where the simulation domain is 6000m long and 3500m wide, and the near-field managed ice domain dimensions are 1500m by 700m. The corresponding simulation setup in SIBIS is shown in Figure 9, and several snapshots from the dynamical simulation process are shown in Figure 10. Finally, an example of simulation results is given in Figure 11.
Figure 10. Bird-view snapshots from a SIBIS simulation in 90% ice concentration with 50m significant floe size and 0.5m thick ice floes (90° initial ice drift heading).

Figure 11. Maximum mooring loads (normalized) for 180° initial heading. Each dot is for one run of each scenario: ice concentration and floe size distribution are constant, but the geometrical positions of the floes are rearranged. 10m, 30m and 50m are the managed ice floe sizes. The continuous lines show the upper-bound envelopes of the mooring loads.
It can be seen in Figure 11 that the mooring loads increase almost linearly with the ice thickness. However, the load levels are 2 – 3 times higher at 90% ice concentration compared to 70% ice concentration. Furthermore, the load levels are 1.5 – 2 times larger for 50m ice floes compared to 10m ice floes. These trends are expected, and were confirmed to be in accordance with existing empirical formulations for managed ice loads on floating structures.

DISCUSSION

Interaction between a floating structure and a broken ice field is a complex process due to the highly nonlinear interdependency between the ice actions and the structural response. It is also a highly stochastic process, because the bearing capacity of the broken ice cover depends on the distribution and shapes of a large amount of individual ice fragments. Therefore, a small perturbation of an individual interaction event (e.g. rotation of an ice floe instead of fracture) may lead to a substantially different response of the ice cover in the long term, which in turn will lead to a different global action on the structure. Those properties are challenging with regards to both repeatability of a given interaction and estimation of the statistical parameters of a response time series (such as expected extremes). Therefore, a full replication of the ice-structure interaction process does not seem to be possible, and some deviations are perhaps unavoidable. Due to the stochastic character of the interactions, the measured and simulated responses should then be compared only with regards to trends, load levels and general dependencies on the structural response or the boundary conditions.

The SIBIS numerical model is a good tool for simulating such complex interactions, because it captures the dynamical behaviour of the structure in all degrees of freedom (e.g. roll and pitch angles affecting the waterline and the associated local ice-structure interaction, and the yaw angle affecting the relative ice drift direction) as well as the ice field dynamics, including compaction, interlocking, formation of accumulations, ice transport effects, fracture of ice floes, friction, fluid effects etc. However, realistic simulations require a sufficiently precise numerical replica of the broken ice field (especially with regards to the ice concentration and floe size distribution), because even slight perturbations in the ice field may lead to significant disturbances of the load and response signals (as can be seen in Figure 11). Further investigations of those perturbations and a rigorous statistical analysis of the simulation results are subject to further research work with the SIBIS model. Furthermore, image processing methods for identification and extraction of individual ice floes and representative floe size distributions (Zhang and Skjetne, 2014a, 2014b; Zhang et al., 2015) are highly relevant to the problems discussed in this paper, and should be further explored.

The main limitation of the current SIBIS model is the lack of validation against full-scale data. Therefore, there is currently an ongoing validation effort against the publically available Kulluk dataset, and additional dedicated full-scale measurements are being collected in Statoil-led expeditions and field trials for the purpose of validating SIBIS. Furthermore, the hydrodynamic model of SIBIS is currently being re-developed in order to include the added mass effects and a better numerical model for the damping loads. One of the ambitions with regards to hydrodynamics is to include functionalities for simulating waves in the broken ice field and combined wave-ice actions on offshore structures. Additionally, there is a need to develop an ice drift feature which would produce realistic motions of a broken ice field under the influence of winds and currents. With regards to ice mechanics, there is a need to develop a better brash ice model, functionality for ridge building in ice-ice contacts, and a model for consolidated ice rubble (e.g. cohesion in the keels of ice ridges). Finally, there is an on-going effort to improve the computational efficiency of the software by utilizing GPU parallelization and cloud computing technologies.
CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a novel, independently developed numerical environment for simulating offshore operations in discontinuous ice – SIBIS (Simulation of Interaction between Broken Ice and Structures). The structure and capabilities of the software package are described in the paper, together with the input-output functionalities available to the user. Furthermore, calibrations of the numerical model against model-scale experiments of a floating drillship in broken ice conditions, described in the paper, demonstrate that SIBIS produces adequate results which can be used for preliminary performance assessments of the drillship’s operability in broken ice conditions. Application examples of the calibrated model include a design change of the hull structure of the drillship, and mapping of the vessel’s response to a set of interactions with realistic managed ice fields. In the latter example it is found that the global load trends, produced by SIBIS, are reasonable and in accordance with existing empirical formulations for global loads on floating structures from broken ice. Finally, some limitations of the numerical model are indicated and further development efforts are outlined.
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ABSTRACT

Tri-axial compression tests were conducted on freeze-bonds in saline and fresh ice, with the objective to study the internal freeze-bond stresses in relation to increased radial confinement, as well as how to best conduct these experiments. Cylindrical samples with a freeze-bond at 45° were applied radial static confinement and vertical compression at a constant velocity. The chosen variables consisted of confinement, submersion time, initial temperature and salinity. A larger part of the configurations gave increasing freeze-bond stresses for increasing confinement, both when studying the peak and residual stress plots. Mohr-Coulombs failure criterion was applied and the peak stress plots gave estimated cohesion values in the range $0.003 - 0.099$ MPa and $16 - 45^\circ$ ($0.28 - 0.78$ rad) for internal friction. For the residual stresses the cohesion values were approaching zero and internal friction angles were in the range $11 - 37^\circ$ ($0.19 - 0.65$ rad). In relation to initial temperature the lowest initial temperature of $-8.5\,^\circ$C gave the highest cohesion values. And the configurations with fresh samples had a mean cohesion value 30 % higher than for saline.

INTRODUCTION

Developing a material model for an ice ridge is a long term process. The calculation of forces from ice ridges involves both the consolidated layer and the ice rubble. The ice rubble strength derives from the freeze-bonding and interlocking of ice blocks. Experimental investigations on freeze-bonds have been conducted both in the field and the larger part in the laboratory. Most investigations are done on the topic of freeze-bond strength and the parameters influencing it. Helgøy et al. (2013) recently published articles concerning freeze-bond strength and Repetto-Llamazares and Høyland (2011) compared previous articles results on freeze-bond strengths. Figure 1 shows a principle sketch of test set-ups applied in previous tests.
Tri-axial compression tests were conducted on freeze-bonds in saline and fresh ice, with the objective to study the internal freeze-bond stresses in relation to increased radial confinement. Previously this dependency has been investigated by applying loads parallel to the freeze-bond, on top of ice blocks frozen together, as shown in Figure 1 (E&S - RL). A linear increase with increasing confinement has been observed for these experiments and a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion has been suggested to describe the material. The experiments presented in this paper were conducted in order to investigate this further and to give estimated values of cohesion and internal friction to describe the material strength. The sample dimensions were determined by the devices used. The height of the sample of 150 mm was forced by the dimensions of the pressure clock and the diameter of 70 mm was given by the core sampler kovacs.

**EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP**

Tri-axial testing was conducted on cylindrical samples with a freeze-bond at 45°, by applying radial static confinement $\sigma_r$ and vertical compression at a constant velocity. A principal sketch is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. a) Illustration of experimental set-up  b) sample after testing
To prepare for the compression test, pre-cut samples were placed in the Cold-Lab until the ice was in thermal equilibrium with the air temperature, which was set to the desired initial temperature \( T_i \). The basin used to submerge the samples was also placed in the lab and continuously stirred until the desired temperature \( T_w \) was reached. The submersion water was set according to the freezing point of the water, -0.5°C for 8ppt and 0.0°C for the fresh water samples.

Firstly the dimensions of the sample was measured and logged before a 45° section was cut with a circular saw. Secondly the sample was assembled in a device called FIXIS, which holds the two cylindrical ice blocks together in a fixed position. This was then immediately submerged for a given time \( \Delta t \). The samples were submerged without any confinement. The salinity \( S_w \) and the temperature \( T_w \) of the submersion water were measured between each sample. After submersion the sample was removed from the FIXIS and placed in the pressure clock, which was then placed in the compression device. The pressure in the clock was set to the desired confinement value \( \sigma_r \) before the piston force was applied with a constant velocity \( V \).

The deformation limit was constrained by the height of the pressure clock, this sets the limit to 17-20 mm. Deformation \( \delta h \) and piston force was logged. After the tests the temperature of the sample \( T_{\text{ice, test}} \) was measured, the failure mode was recorded by observation together with relevant comments and pictures were taken. The sample was placed in a container to melt and later the salinity was measured.

Both fresh and saline ice was used in these tests. The fresh ice was collected from Isdammnen in Longyearbyen over a period of time. By thin-sections it was defined as an S1 type with average grain size of 9 mm. The density varied between 920 kg/m\(^3\) and 941 kg/m\(^3\) depending on the air content. This is high, the maximum pure ice density is 917 kg/m\(^3\). The saline samples were produced in the ice production basin FRYSIS at UNIS. A method of seeding as described by Helgøy et al. (2013) was used. The ice was defined as in-between S1 and S3 type and had a salinity of 2.2 - 2.8 ppt.

**Test configurations**

Four test series were conducted, two with fresh water samples submerged in fresh water and two with saline samples submerged in saline water (figure ??). Each test series were divided into six configurations, where all were tested with three confinement values \( \sigma_r \) (equation 1). One exemption was made for the fresh water samples with initial temperature of -2.5°C, they were only tested for the two shortest submersion times because of weak freeze-bonds beyond this point.

\[
\sigma_r = [0.0070 - 0.0094, 0.0200 - 0.0212, 0.0987 - 0.1026] MPa
\]  

(1)
Illustration of test configurations. Ice temperature ($T_i$), submersion time ($\Delta t$) and number of samples (n) tested for each configuration

**Force, stresses and velocity**

The strength measurements were conducted in the compression machine KNEKKIS applying a vertical force at a constant velocity of 0.8 mm/s corresponding to a sliding velocity of 1.13 mm/s. The radial pressure was obtained by using a pressure clock. With a 45° compression angle relative to the freeze-bond a shear fracture resulting from displacement along this plane was obtained. The output data was an approximately static radial pressure and a time dependent force logged with a time step of 0.1 seconds. The piston force $\sigma_z$ was defined as the logged force $F$ divided by the circular area of the sample as shown in equation 2. The residual force was defined as the measured force after the peak was reached, divided by the circular area of the sample.

$$\sigma_z = \frac{\text{Measured piston force}}{\pi r^2}$$

(2)

The peak and residual freeze-bond shear stress was calculated as shown in the appendix. The resulting freeze-bond stresses are shown in equation (3).

$$\sigma_{FB} = 8\frac{\pi^2}{2} \sigma_r + \sigma_z - \sigma_{FB}$$

$$\sigma_{FB} = 4\frac{\pi^2}{2} \sigma_r + \frac{1}{2} \sigma_z$$

(3)

$$\tau_{FB} = \sigma_z - 4\frac{\pi^2}{2} \sigma_r - \frac{1}{2} \sigma_z$$

$$\tau_{FB} = \frac{1}{2} \sigma_z - 4\frac{\pi^2}{2} \sigma_r$$

These results were used to determine the peak stress dependency for the different parameters, and further to estimate cohesion values and internal friction angles.
PEAK SHEAR STRESS

Results

In Figure 3 the freeze-bond stress $\tau_{FB}$ was plotted according to submersion time $\Delta t$, the saline experiments in Figure 3 a) and the fresh in 3 b). We found a bell-curve development of the stress vs submersion time, as suggested by Shafrova and Høyland (2008) and found experimentally Repetto-Llamazares et al. (2011). The fresh water samples generally peaked at shorter submersion times than the saline. For the initial temperature of -8.5°C the curve peaked at submersion times of 5 min or less, while for the initial temperature of -2.5°C the curve peaked at submersion times of 1 min or less. For both saline and fresh water samples the peak shear stress increased with decreasing initial temperature.

![Figure 3. Submersion time $\Delta t$ vs freeze-bond shear stress $\tau_{FB}$. a) saline water experiments b) fresh water experiments](image)

In Figure 4 all salinities are displayed depending on submersion time. The salinity at 0.5 and 1 min was found to be stable at the level before submersion. For 5 - 60 min submersion times the salinity had a large variation between each sample. Samples submerged longer than 60 min had a clearly reduced salinity. The samples with initial temperature of -2.5°C generally had the lowest salinities.
Discussion

A bell-curve development of the stress described the stress dependency on submersion time. The fresh water samples generally peaked at shorter submersion times. A lower porosity in these samples increases the thermal conductivity. Air filled pockets also have a higher mass diffusion than brine filled pockets. This suggests that the potential energy will be transferred at a higher rate for fresh ice, causing the strength to peak at an earlier time. This trend agrees with the predictions of Shafrova and Høyland (2008), and the suggested driving forces, temperature and salinity, can be distinguished by that the fresh samples had a quicker first phase and a similar second and third phase development. The phases were described by Repetto-Llamazares et al. (2011).

The fresh water samples at -2.5°C were only strong enough to be tested for the shortest submersion times. The reduction in strength occurs quickly after reaching the peak strength. Why the strength did not stabilize as for saline samples and for the lower initial temperature remains unanswered.

The shear stress was higher for the lowest initial temperature, for both fresh and saline water. Shafrova and Høyland (2008) (initial temperatures from -1.8°C to -7.2°C) found the same trend for submerged fresh water samples, while Repetto-Llamazares et al. (2011) observed the opposite, increasing stress with increasing initial temperature as a clear trend, but only for the lowest confinement. Høyland and Møllegaard (2014) found that the stress was highest for the initial temperature of -8.5°C and lower for both -15°C and -2.5°C. The initial temperature has two effects on the freeze-bond stress. Firstly a lower initial temperature implicates that it takes longer before the sample reaches equilibrium with the submersion water, meaning it may be colder than the water during testing. This also affects
the brine content, faster ice growth locks in more brine. Secondly the speed of which the freeze-bonds form is higher. The strongest ice may be found at intermediate temperatures as suggested by Høyland and Møllegaard (2014).

The temperature development in the ice varied for the two initial temperatures. The samples at -2.5°C had a stable temperature for the submersion times of 0.5 and 1 min, before it started to increase. The samples at -8.5°C had increasing temperature from the shortest submersion time. The higher temperature gradient may explain the faster change. For both the temperatures the samples reached equilibrium with the water between 60 and 1200 min.

The saline samples increased in size during submersion while the fresh samples decreased. A redistribution of energy in the saline sample during warming, melting of ice in the sample releases energy which causes ice to form on the outside of the sample, explains this observation (Shestov and Marchenko, 2013). The salinity was measured both before and after testing. The salinity of the fresh water samples increased to that of the submersion water, which was still very low. For the saline samples the salinity decreased during submersion. This was assumed to result from brine drainage over time. This agrees with what was found by Møllegaard (2012), he measured the salinity of the freeze-bond specifically and found that it varied in the plane, more drainage towards the edges. In our experiments the freeze-bond section amounted to a relatively small area, making the drainage of brine a visible effect. For the intermediate submersion times of 5 - 20 min there were large variations in the salinity, this could indicate that drainage was on-going at this stage and reached equilibrium after 60 min.

The lowest salinities were measured for the highest initial temperature of -2.5°C for most samples. Likely this was due to the establish fact that faster ice growth locks in more brine. A lower salinity gives higher freeze-bond strength, but at the same time the lower temperature gives a higher strength. In general the samples with the lowest initial temperature had the highest freeze-bond strength. The initial temperature has a stronger influence on the peak stress than the salinity in these experiments.

Møllegaard (2012) found the peak stresses to be in a higher range than we found in this study. He used a similar test set-up, but the sample was longer (by 25 mm). We compared uni-axial samples at the two different heights it was found that the shorter sample gave lower freeze-bond stress. Shafrova and Høyland (2008) found peak stresses in the upper range for the uni-axial laboratory test. Ettema and Schaefer (1986), Repetto-Llamazaeres et al. (2011) Ettema and Shafer (1986) and Helgøy et al. (2013) studied the peak stress using direct shear tests. Their results were in the range 0.006 - 0.030 MPa, much lower than the tests with 45° set-up angle. This may be explained by an analysis in the \( \tau-\sigma \)-plane, comparisons of the estimated cohesion and internal friction angle are presented in the next section.
THE $\tau$-$\sigma$ PLANE AND THE DERIVATION OF COHESION AND INTERNAL FRICTION VALUES

Results

The shear stress – confinement developments were studied. To describe the different developments 5 types were defined as listed below. The small sample basis limits the failure slope to be linear. With more samples the failure slope could show that a non-linear development would be appropriate. A least squares approach was used to estimate the failure slope.

1. Increasing shear stress with increasing confinement
2. Increasing shear stress with increasing confinement up to 0.020 MPa
3. Intermediate stress for the lowest confinement, lowest stress for the intermediate confinement and highest stress for the highest confinement
4. Highest stress for the lowest confinement, lowest stress for the intermediate confinement and intermediate stress for the highest confinement
5. Decreasing stress with increasing confinement

Most configurations were defined as type 1), these are the configurations used for calculating cohesions and internal friction angles. 6 out of 20 peak shear stress configurations and 14 out of 20 residual shear stress configurations had this development. The residual shear stress – confinement developments were more often defined as type 1), independent of the appertaining development type found for the peak stress.

The configurations in the 4 other categories may arise from premature failure. Three possible interpretations were considered. The first, a weakness in the sample, due to handling during testing or production. The second, a softening of the material. And the last that the radial confinement exceeded the strength of the freeze-bond, and it had already failed when the vertical compression was applied, this was observed only for the highest radial confinement. During testing when the radial force was applied we could hear the sample failing.

The interpretation of softening was looked into by estimating failure slopes from two samples and extrapolating it too the third sample. A line was fitted through the failure points of the samples with the two highest or the two lowest confinements. Assuming the first line to give an approximately correct tensile stress, this was used as a starting point for the second failure slope. If this assumption was suitable is unknown. The maximum difference in cohesion for the fitted and extrapolated line was 0.0054 MPa, which was in the order of 26.6 % lower. The internal friction angle was also in the same order less.

The third interpretation was tested by considering the "failed" sample as a uni-axial test with the peak compression force equal to the set radial compression. It was then possible
to see if it crossed the estimated failure slope of the two other samples and if it failed before the test was started. This seemed appropriate for all configurations of this type. When plotted in this way it could be defined as a type 1) development and these failure slopes were also used for the estimation of cohesion values and friction angles, in total 13 of 20 peak stress configurations were defined as type 1).

Cohesion and internal friction angles have been calculated from estimated failure slopes of the peak shear stress – confinement developments and the residual shear stress – confinement developments. The results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 for the peak stresses and residual stresses accordingly. The configurations laying well above or below two times the standard deviation and the configurations giving negative cohesion values were excluded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Cohesion and friction angles for peak stress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh configurations (all)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.5°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-8.5°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saline configurations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.5°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-8.5°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Cohesion and friction angles for residual stress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh configurations (all)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.5°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-8.5°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saline configurations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.5°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-8.5°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

Comparing the fresh and saline configurations, the mean cohesion values were found to be 30 % higher for the fresh than the saline samples for the peak shear stresses. For the residual stresses, the cohesion values were all close to zero as expected, but the saline gave somewhat higher values. The mean internal friction angles were higher for the saline configurations for both peak and residual stresses. This indicates that the stresses of the fresh samples were less influenced by increasing confinement.

Comparing the peak and residual stresses, the mean cohesion values were lower for the residual stress and the internal friction value lies in the lower part of the range of the peak stresses. The standard deviations were also found to be smaller for the residual stresses.
This would be expected from the assumption that the residual stress represents friction, which is less dependent on the small deviations between tests and between each sample.

A temperature dependency was also visible from the results. All mean cohesion values were higher for the lower initial temperature. Freeze-bonds have been found to have increasing strength for decreasing temperatures (Shafrova and Høyland, 2008), (Repetto-Llamazares et al., 2011), which would account for this finding. No obvious correlation was found between the cohesion/friction angle and the submersion time. A clear connection between the peak shear stress and the submersion time would be expected to be reflected in the cohesion and internal friction angle, a larger sample basis may give an answer to this.

The cohesion values were in the range 0.003 – 0.099 MPa and the internal friction 0.28 – 0.78 for the peak stresses. For the residual 0.001 – 0.018 MPa and 0.20 – 0.64. Repetto-Llamazares et al. (2011) found cohesion values in the range of 0.0014 – 0.0044 MPa and internal friction values in the range 0.19 - 0.59. Shafrova and Høyland (2008) extrapolated these results and compared them with their own, they fitted well. The results were in the same range as ours even though two different test set-ups were used, but a few configurations gave very high cohesion values in comparison. Schulson and Fortt (2012) found friction values in the range from 0.15 to 0.19 and cohesions from 0.0032 to 0.0056 MPa for sliding velocity of 1 mm/s and \( T_i = -10^\circ C \). The friction coefficients fits with the lower range of our residual friction angles, and their cohesions are somewhat less than what we found, but still close to zero.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The freeze-bond stresses were found to be in the same range for the uni-axial samples as found for previous experiments. The freeze-bond stress dependency of submersion time, initial temperature and salinity was all found to reinforce the existing theory. This gave a good basis for studying the effect of radial confinement.

Both our results and results from earlier similar set-ups (sample loaded 45° to the freeze-bond orientation) gave higher peak shear stresses than direct shear experiments. This can be explained by the introduction of Mohr-Coulombs failure criterion. We found values in the range 0.003 – 0.099 MPa for cohesion and 16 – 45° (0.28 - 0.78rad) for internal friction for the peak stresses. For the residual stresses the cohesion values were approaching zero and internal friction angles were in the range 11 – 37° (0.19 - 0.65rad). The estimated cohesion and friction values were in the same range and in agreement with earlier measurements, no clear difference was found between the direct shear tests and the tests with a set-up angle.

Comparing the fresh with the saline configurations the mean cohesion values were found to be 30 % higher. The mean internal friction angles were higher for the saline configurations. A dependency on initial temperature was also seen by the cohesion values, higher cohesion for the lower initial temperature of -8.5°C.
The fresh ice had only strong enough freeze-bonds for short submersion times at the initial temperature of -2.5°C. How the freeze-bonds disintegrates we do not know.
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Appendix

Freeze-bond shear strength calculation

\[
A_{\text{ellips}} = \sqrt{2\pi r^2} \quad (4)
\]

\[
A_{\text{circ}} = \pi r^2 \quad (5)
\]

\[
h = \frac{2r}{\pi} \quad (6)
\]

\[
\sigma_z = \frac{\text{Measured piston force}}{A_{\text{circ}}} \quad (7)
\]

Force from \(\sigma_r\) in x-direction:

\[
F = -2 \int_{0}^{\pi} \sigma_r h(\theta) r \cos(\theta) d\theta
\]

\[
= -2\sigma_r \frac{2r}{\pi} \int_{0}^{\pi} \theta \cos(\theta) d\theta
\]

\[
= -K[\pi \ast 0 + \cos \pi - (0 \ast 0 + \cos 0)]
\]

\[
= -K[+(-1) - (1)] = 2K
\]

\[
= 8\sigma_r \frac{r^2}{\pi} \quad (8)
\]

Sum of forces in z-direction:
\[\sum F_z = 0\]

\[
\sigma_z r^2 + \frac{\sqrt{2}}{2} \tau_{FB} \sqrt{2\pi r^2} - \sigma_{FB} \frac{\sqrt{2}}{2} \sqrt{2\pi r^2} = 0
\]

\[
\sigma_z - \tau_{FB} \sigma_{FB} = 0
\]

\[
\tau_{FB} = \sigma_z - \sigma_{FB} \quad (9)
\]

Sum of forces in x-direction:
\[\sum F_x = 0\]

\[
8\sigma_r \frac{r^2}{\pi} + \frac{\sqrt{2}}{2} \tau_{FB} \sqrt{2\pi r^2} - \frac{\sqrt{2}}{2} \sigma_{FB} \sqrt{2\pi r^2} = 0
\]

\[
8 \frac{\sigma_r}{\pi} + \pi \tau_{FB} - \pi \sigma_{FB} = 0
\]

\[
\sigma_{FB} = \frac{8}{\pi^2} \sigma_r + \tau_{FB} \quad (10)
\]
\[ \sigma_{FB} = \frac{8}{\pi^2} \sigma_r + \sigma_z - \sigma_{FB} \]
\[ = \frac{4}{\pi^2} \sigma_r + \frac{1}{2} \sigma_z \]

\[ \tau_{FB} = \sigma_z - \frac{4}{\pi^2} \sigma_r - \frac{1}{2} \sigma_z \]
\[ = \frac{1}{2} \sigma_z - \frac{4}{\pi^2} \sigma_r \]

(11)